
Heavyweight freestanding steel football goals
24HUFBL05X

Details
Designed as a freestanding goal, and portable when used with the included flip-over wheels. This football goal
can be moved in one piece by four adults.

The uprights and crossbars are manufactured from 60mm diameter x 4mm steel

The uprights have round steel plates on the bottom to prevent posts marking artificial surfaces

The side rails and backbar are made from 50mm square steel providing stability and distributing the weight
more evenly

Polyester powder coated white

Net supports are manufactured from zinc plated 32mm diameter steel

Complete with four ‘U’ Peg anchors, for pegging on grass

Including 3mm polyethylene nets

We strongly recommend the optional set of 8no. 260mm diameter cellular rubber wheels complete with ‘U’
bracket that bolt to bottom side bar. The wheels are solid rubber, do not need inflating and are puncture proof.
The flip-over wheels are designed for easy transportation if the goal will be used as a portable goal.

The goals are available in two sizes:

Senior - 7.32m x 2.44m
Junior - 6.4m x 2.13m

These goals come with U-pegs for anchoring on a grass pitch. If the goals are to be used on a non-grass
surface an alternative anchor system will be necessary and we recommend a set of 12 counterbalance weights
to suit one pair of goals.
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SKU Options Available Colours
24HUFBL054 Senior: 7.32m x 2.44m N/A

24HUFBL054W Senior: 7.32m x 2.44m N/A
24HUFBL057W Junior: 6.44m x 2.13m N/A
24HUFBL057 Junior: 6.44m x 2.13m N/A
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